Central-western Asia has often been underrepresented in population genetic studies, but it is important for the clarification of the peopling of Eurasia and the relationship between its western and eastern extremities. We genotyped individuals from over 40 population groups, mostly central Eurasian, for mitochondrial HVR1, CCR5del32 and five functional MC1R variants (p.Val60Leu, p.Val92Met, p.Arg151Cys, p.Arg160Trp, p.Arg163Gln), and collected published genotype data for comparison. Mitochondrial profiles confirm both the higher heterozygosity in Central Asia than in surrounding areas, and the broadly northern European distribution of CCR5del32. The MC1R variants profile alone is a good determinant of the longitudinal position of a population group, and combined F ST values divide Eurasia into seven broad geographic divisions.
The five MC1R variants have substantially differing geographic distributions (see Fig 4 104 for a schematic overview). Broadly speaking, they fall into two groups: those that reach 105 their highest frequencies in West Eurasia (p.Val60Leu, p.Arg151Cys, and p.Arg160Trp), 106 and those that have their frequency peak in East Eurasia (p.Val92Met and especially 107 p.Arg163Gln). For p.Val60Leu, the basal trend is of higher frequencies (>7%) west of 108 the Caspian Sea, and lower frequencies (<5%) east of it. p.Val92Met has the most even 109 distribution for most of the continent, but with higher levels following an arc from influenced by the higher p.Arg151Cys and p.Arg160Trp levels in the north (see below). 143
One way to look at the variation in the frequencies of the MC1R variants is to being a source of pan-Eurasian genetic variation, detecting several emigratory events [3] . 204
For the data presented here, CCR5del32 is the least informative of general 205 population history. The deletion is estimated to be around 5000 years old (3150-7800 206 years, 95% CI), has been found in Bronze Age skeletal remains [27, 28] , and has most 207 likely been subject to strong positive selection pressures [29, 30] shown to be a feature of a sizeable proportion of selected variants [50, 52, 53] . The 295 comparison of PCAs for the MC1R variants and the Y chromosome (see Fig 6) 296 strengthens the case for selection at the former locus. The Y chromosome, while subject 297 to accelerated drift compared to autosomal loci, is not subject to significant selection, 298 and these analyses display very disparate patterns, for which selection is the most 299 obvious causative factor. A further indication of the importance of MC1R variants as 300 targets of selection is the discovery that Neanderthals carried a variant, different from 301 any known in modern humans, which is predicted to have been functional and cause 302 pale skin [54] . Our results, we believe, strongly support the positive selection of MC1R 303 variants, rather than simply relaxation of purifying selection in human groups that left 304
high-UV zones. The positive correlation between strong lighter skin variants with The high variability of mtDNA types, and congruent Y chromosome data, may be a 315 source of human variation in both the east and the west of Eurasia. However, the role of 316 subsequent migrations is difficult to evaluate. The lack of substantial correlation 317 between language family groups and genetics beyond that determined by geography variation, and that the association between the two is ephemeral. The CCR5del32 320 distribution indicates its origin, but has no obvious association with any known 321 epidemic, though selection with respect to viral pathogens remains a distinct possibility. 322
The MC1R variant data provide another example of convergent selection for pale skin in 323 the east and west. Large-scale genome-wide genetic data covering all of Eurasia, 324 especially ancient DNA from a large span of dates, are needed to help clarify these 325 issues and put our data into a wider context. yellow, and over 0.5 in orange.
